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STE ININGER FOLD.
KITCHENS IN THE IR PURE FORM

Design is orientation. Design is differentiation. The kitchens from Steininger set high quality 
requirements, they stand out clearly and set standards that move. The same applies to the new 
kitchen model FOLD at STEININGER. FOLD is a form-strong statement with cubistic surface made 
in tombac, a golden and shimmering brass f inish. The alloy is made using a computer-based 
method in mil l imeter fraction precisely prepared and perfected by hand. Encased this way the 
iconic kitchen seems to f loat. The design is clear, purist, s imple and yet highly functional. 
The kitchen model FOLD wil l  also be available in other metals and alloys.

LIVING SPACE KITCHEN
Kitchens are the center point of a home. Often they are l inked to the l iving space,
creating a central place for cooking, meeting and relaxing. The modern food factory
is no longer just focused on cooking. This development reflects the changed perception of this 
topic. Historically, cooking was seen as a necessity. In this modern age, cooking has reacted a 
level of prestige and appreciation. Who cooks takes t ime, focuses, f inds peace after a working 
day. The enjoyment of food and cooking is in the foreground. Today, cooking together with fa-
mily or fr iends has an important placement in the social l i fe - this is also reflected in the design 
of the kitchens. The kitchen is a habitat and communication is land. As a central l iving space, 
the kitchen is a social meeting place for family l i fe and a communicative hub.

PURE AND STRONG
At STEININGER every kitchen is unique. The selected materials play a signif icant
role. When it comes to durabil ity and aesthetics, tombac remains unrivaled. The surface is easy 
to clean, absolutely hygienic and odourless. The high quality steel surface is immune from inten-
se temperature differences.

ICONS OF THE KITCHEN
Purist ic elegance and a reflective metal f inish characterizes the appearance of the new kitchen 
model FOLD at STEININGER. Trough precise computer based manufactoring technology, metal is 
shaped into differenz shapes creating a fascinating kitchen. A precise computer-based selec-
ted Manufacturing technology shapes the metal materials of different shades into a fascinating 
kitchen object. The design language of the kitchen block is reminds you of the art of paper 
folding. FOLD is a in dormant geometric body that withdraws it‘s power, but not it‘s presence. 
The bright, warm brass tone creates an excit ing game with the l ight on it‘s s loping surfaces. With 
FOLD, Steininger presents the kitchen in it‘s s ignature design: as a sculptural object. One would 
think the function fol lows the form, but the form knows how to conceal the function. Behind the 
purist ic aesthetics lay smooth drawers, technical refinements and excit ing details.
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STEININGER stands for purist, exquisite architecture, interiors and kitchens design. Mastermind 
Martin Steininger heads the headquarter in St. Martin (Upper Austr ia), with further locations in 
Linz, Vienna, Hamburg and London. At STEININGERS BESPOKE designs and architectural settings 
are in demand internationally: they inspire with str iking, clear l ines, t imelessness and sophistica-
ted details.
 
Martin Steininger is an esthete and a minimalist. Exceptional design is a decisive added value 
for him, as things has to work. He subordinates al l  designs to this creed. It defines space, shape 
and use accordingly. Urban concrete and rare metal al loys complete the range of materials. A 
new type of spatial, sensory and tacti le experience arises.
 
BESPOKE DESIGN - THE STEININGER COLLECTION
STEININGER designs are a statement of sustainable luxury, style and comfort. This claim continu-
es in the unique kitchen and furniture. Every design from the STEININGER Collection is made to 
measure. State-of-the-art CAD programs and cutting edge manufacturing technologies in the 
Austr ia production,  ensure the highest quality. The artisan take care the fine details at the end.
STEININGER is a manufacturer and feels committed to the craft.


